Penguin Recruitment is a specialist recruitment company offering services to the Environmental Industry
Technical Sales Specialist –East Midlands – £25,000-£30,000
An excellent opportunity has arisen for a Technical Sales Specialist to join a vibration measurement specialist in the East Midlands. You need to have a proven
track record of Sales within ideally Acoustics or closely related market, and also possess excellent communication and negotiation skills. Duties will include
sales and contract management, liaising with customers and engineers. Benefits will include an excellent salary, generous bonus structure and flexible
benefits package.
Acoustic Consultant – Home Based, South East England £25,000-£30,000 + Extensive Benefits
One of the UK’s leading engineering firms are seeking to recruit an Acoustic Consultant for a home-based role in the South East of England. Working a range
of project from small scale house builders to large scale mixed used schemes, with a competitive starting salary plus extensive benefits package.
Acoustic Sales Engineer – Luton - £25,000 plus benefits
We have an exciting opportunity for an Acoustic Sales Engineer with commercial experience to join an independent company that specialises in the noise and
vibration instrumentation market. Working closely with the research and design division of the business, you will be; liaising between technical staff and
clients at all stages of the client’s projects, producing quotation, carrying out business development and achieving revenue targets. You will ideally have a
degree in an Acoustics related field, up to date knowledge of noise measurement systems such as transducers, vibration meter and microphones, and a full
driving license. Benefits include competitive salary, excellent career progression and a close knit working environment.
Senior Acoustic Consultant – Manchester - £35,000-£40,000
Experienced Acoustician specialising in energy and residential markets is needed for an established UK consultancy, that has clients as far as China. Natural
leadership qualities are required along with the technical and commercial knowledge to win business.
Noise Consultant – Warrington - £25,000-£30,000
Our client is a UK leading independent Acoustics consultancy, looking to recruit an Noise Consultant to be based in their offices situated near Warrington.
Duties will include project management, liaising with clients, local authorities and the public, running installations of monitoring equipment and organising
logistics, collating and analysing data, noise modelling, writing technical reports, and providing guidance and support to clients.
Acoustic Engineer –Essex £23,000 + Benefits
Fast expanding firm leading in acoustic require a talented Engineer to join their Noise Team. You will require a degree in Acoustics from ideally Salford or
Southampton University, and possess an up to date knowledge of British standards surrounding acoustics. Commercial consultancy experience is preferred.
Environmental Noise Specialist – Leeds + £25,000+
A leader in the engineering and environmental design markets need an Environmental Noise Specialist to work form their base in Leeds. Extensive modelling
experience is required along with a deep understanding of EIA’s.
Principal Acoustic Specialist – London £45,000-£50,000 + Car/Car Allowance + Bonus + Benefits
Leader in Environmental Assessment and Engineering Design are seeking a Principal Acoustic Specialist to be the project management lead and expand their
Acoustics presence both nationally and internationally. Projects include HS2, Qatar 2018 stadiums and major performance halls.
Consultant/Senior Acoustician –Manchester – Salary in line with experience.
We currently have an excellent opportunity available for a candidate with proven expertise in the UK Environmental Acoustics field to join a large
multidisciplinary consultancy in their Manchester offices. Ideal applicants will have extensive consultancy expertise within the environmental Acoustics
sector, with a focus on infrastructure and energy development. They will also hold a BSc or MSc in Acoustics or Noise and Vibration Control, and an IoA
diploma, and Full or Associate IoA membership.
Junior Acoustician – London - £22,000+
Due to rapid growth and expansion, a well-established consultancy with projects spanning across the UK are looking for a Junior Acoustician to work in
London. Requirements are; a minimum of a BSc in Acoustics or similar subject, some working experience in acoustic consultancy, and a driving license.
Covering mainly projects that cover the acoustics for architectural acoustics, you will be conducting design work, project administration and supporting the
senior staff. If successful you be on a competitive starting salary, and fast career progression into a consultancy level role.
Interested in our current Acoustic job opportunities? Please do not hesitate contact Amir Gharaati on 01792 365 007 or email
amir.gharaati@penguinrecruitment.co.uk
We have many more vacancies available on our website. Please refer to www.penguinrecruitment.co.uk. Penguin Recruitment is operating as a Recruitment
Agency in respect to these positions.

